OCD SESSION 5

COURSE WORKBOOK

This week in we talked about exposure and response prevention (ERP) again. We
will be continuing the tasks and adding to the work you will have already done.
This booklet contains the home task exercises for this week and will remind you of
what we covered.

BEHAVIOURAL EXPOSURE RECAP
The idea behind behavioural exposure is to challenge some of your fears and
avoidance behaviours that keep your anxiety going and contribute to your OCD.
Exposure is not about facing your worst fears all at once, it’s a gradual process of
facing your fears in a controlled, well-planned way.

At the moment you might avoid certain situations or endure them with extreme
discomfort because they activate some of your obsessive fears. For example, a
person with obsessions about contamination might avoid places that they view as
dangerous, such as buses, public toilets or anywhere that might have germs.
Behavioural exposure is a gradual way to help you overcome this avoidance, and
in doing so, your anxiety and obsessions.

Most people have people or places that they avoid for one reason or another.
However, if your avoidance is related to your OCD or your anxiety, then it’s
important that you get on top of it. The easiest way to do this is though a
programme of graded exposure, put simply, gradually putting yourself into
situations that you used to avoid.

We also know people with OCD use compulsions as a way to avoid the things they
fear coming true. For example, if I have a re-current thought that I could harm my
child; I may carry out mental scans of my thoughts checking I don’t have any intent
to carry out any dangerous acts. If I have a thought that my house may go on fire,
I may repeatedly check my cooker is switched off.

HOW IS AVOIDANCE RELATED TO ANXIETY?
Avoidance or escape always seems like a good idea at the time. Indeed, it seems
counter-intuitive to stay in a situation that makes you anxious. The fight or flight
response that is responsible for anxiety is designed to help you escape dangerous
situations. However, in OCD, the situations that trigger the fight or flight response
aren’t usually objectively dangerous. That is, they might feel like real threats at the
time, but you are able to appreciate that they are unrealistic at other times, and
others are too.
When we avoid a situation or place for a long time because we are scared of what
might happen, we don’t give ourselves the opportunity to prove that our fears are
unfounded. We continue to believe that we’re okay because we continue to avoid
the place/situation. For example, if you avoid public toilets because you’re anxious
about becoming contaminated with an illness, then you able to tell yourself that
you are okay because you didn’t go in the public toilets. As a result, any time you
go near the public toilets, you will become anxious, which will make you more likely
to avoid them in the future.
It might seem sensible to you, but if you change the context, the logic can seem a
little odd. For example: James was afraid of Dragons. He had read in a book once
that Dragons were afraid of people doing star jumps. So he would do star jumps
whenever he left his house. When a friend asked James why he was doing star
jumps, he replied “I’m keeping the Dragon’s away!” When the friend told James
that there were no Dragon’s, James replied “Ah, see how well it works”. James
was not giving himself the opportunity to prove that there were no Dragons. If he
only stopped his star jumps he’d see that there were none to begin with! The same
principles apply in avoidance and compulsions, it’s about giving yourself the
opportunity to see that you’ll be okay!
Sometimes people decide to challenge their avoidance behaviour on their own.
Others never really avoided situations, but instead try to endure them with extreme
discomfort. For these people, escape is the important thing. Usually, they will
endure the situation or try to expose themselves until they just get too anxious and
have to leave or use their compulsions. As a result they don’t get to prove to
themselves that their anxiety won’t come down on its own. In fact, the next time
they go back the situation can be even scarier because all they can remember is
how anxious they felt last time.

Figure 1: The anxiety response in escape prevents anxiety for levelling out on it’s
own.

By completing exposure and response prevention you will find that the anxiety you
experience in these situations will start to disappear. Eventually, situations that
were once extremely anxiety provoking will start to become mundane.

TASK 1: BEHAVIOURAL HIERARCHY EVALUATION
Take a look at situation 1 which you would have done last week. Notice the levels
of anxiety you have recorded in your exposure log and try to see any patterns,
especially in terms of how your anxiety has changed. If it has not changed, check
the form in the previous handout and try to use some of the techniques such as
slowing or changing to allow you to face the situation again.

If you haven’t done the task, ask yourself the following questions:
•
•
•

Did I really try to do it, or was I looking for ways not to do it?
Am I avoiding the tasks?
Do I really want to change?

If these questions make you think about why you did not do it, it does not mean
that you do not want to get better, just that it will be difficult. Try to honestly ask
yourself why you avoided the situation. One way to do this is to think about the
reasons why you avoid something. One tip is to imagine what would happen if you
didn’t avoid it.

For example, if you avoid public toilets because of a fear that you might pick up an
illness or worse and your obsession are about contamination, then this is probably
a good item to pick. If it makes you anxious to challenge your avoidance, then
you’re usually on to a winner. If however you avoided public toilets because of a
particularly chatty attendant, and the thought of entering the toilets didn’t really
cause you any anxiety, then this might not be such a good item

TASK 2: EXPOSURE RECORD
As your home task for next week you should try to do your behavioural exposure
at least once daily. Remember, this process is going to make you feel
uncomfortable. It can take up to an hour (or more) for your anxiety to start coming
down again after you start your behavioural exposure exercise, so make time!

You should also complete an exposure log. Record your level of anxiety every 5
minutes throughout your exposure session. Try not to stop the exposure session
until you anxiety has at least halved. Also, record whether or not you are engaging
in any compulsions. If you find it difficult to refrain from engaging in your
compulsions try using some of the tips in last week’s booklet.

When doing exposure remember the 5 golden rules:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Long enough
Often enough
Anxiety should halve
No relaxation
Ultimately alone

EXPOSURE LOGS: Use these logs to record your imaginal exposure daily. Record your anxiety level
every 5 minutes throughout your imaginal exposure and then record your anxiety levels pre and post.
Also record any techniques you used to control your compulsions. The first log is filled in as an
example.
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